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Blues Musicians Taking a Stand: 

Speaking Out and Creating Awareness.  

A large group of Blues fans joined an impressive panel of Blues 

musicians at the Blues Bender to discuss how the music becomes 

therapy to both the fan and to the player, each having different 

realizations to deal with. 

International Blues Challenge Winner, Kevin “BF” Burt took his turn at the helm and stated that 

isolation during depression and downturns is not acceptable.  

Horn player, Mark Early, stated that those suffering from depression feel shame and 

embarrassment. Mark added that it is important to help those that are suffering. That help 

encourages them to move forward. He admitted that he, himself, was on the edge during many 

dark times over the years and did not completely trust his thoughts. He felt that the possible was 

impossible. Mark added that he would ‘return’ months later, depressed and arrogant. He 

admitted that he learned to ‘let a lot of things in his head go’ when he was playing music. The 

Blues was therapy that put him in touch with his feelings. Once again, he able to express himself. 

He began to connect with people through his music and finally felt grounded. Mark also shared 

that playing music was his form of meditation. 

Mike Welch, an early guitar prodigy, suffered from depression due to his fear of failure. Mike 

shared his issues with depression publicly in 2012. That disclosure not only opened wounds but 

opened himself to the world, being honest about what he personally was going through. Mike 

shared his biggest question that he continually asked himself as a celebrated, young player… 

“What brings a superstar white kid to the Blues?”.  His issues evolved into being closed off from 

everyone. He was insulated and vulnerable. He found that by addressing his issues publicly, he 

found that his Blues family gave him support and solidarity. Mike very seriously added, “It was 

the best thing that I could have done…open up and survive myself, Mike Welch. 

Kevin Burt interjected saying that depression is a selfish disease. It cares only about itself and 

hurting the person being afflicted and the families that surround that person. 

Mike responded by saying that the tools (therapy and medicines) alone cannot help. They ‘can’t 

fix’ but … the strength in numbers is what really helps. 

The moderator explained depression’s symptoms include: being sad, anxious and at times 

dilutional. She added that it is a bio chemical disease. Many have hurt their families, friends and 

themselves from the transgressions caused/created by depression. 

Mike Welch volunteered that he cannot compare himself or his issues to others. He feels guilty 

about being depressed. His thoughts, he admitted, at times were irrational and absurd. 

Annika Chambers Delaurias was raised by her grandparents. She was fondled and raped. 

Drinking was her form of medication to forget those past memories. Her actions led to a stint in 

prison. She said that she had to get sober to work through her issues. She felt at times that she 

could not handle healing the dark part of her past. Depression, she added, was a mind thing. 

Many times, over the years she felt/believed life was not worth living. Her days were very dark. 

Her lifeline were buddies like Mike Welch who helped and listened.                                           2. 
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She found she needed to find friends that helped but did not judge. She offered that those 

suffering should find those people that help you and love you, encourage you, believe in you. 

Billy C. Wertz, who was a WDVE regular years ago, talked about what his addictions were and 

that it was in his DNA. His generation was looking and seeking for meaning. He found gospel in 

his early years. He listened and appreciated. It ‘tripped his wire’. He found that classical music 

helped him to self-medicate. He knew he needed music challenges to get himself right. His body 

was seeking something to bring him back to normal. Around twelve to thirteen years of age, he 

did it all…sex, drugs, booze. He played music and became a music addict. The music made him 

feel alive. He stated that he was hell on wheels combining the music and alcohol. He used 

opiates to overcome an injury. Those opiates eventually overwhelmed him. He soon decided that 

he needed to self-medicate but needed to find the right medication that would work for him. 

Music was the ultimate solution, his salvation. At 30 years of age he was learning from YouTube. 

He practiced and evolved into the player that he is today. 

Withers and Burt agreed that the songs that brought the most joy and pain, “Stoned Crazy” and 

“Your Smile”. They both agreed that one has to generate a higher level of emotion and tap into 

that creativity to keep upright and moving ahead. Burt recalled the memory of hearing certain 

songs for the first time in his mind and feeling it in his playing…it was an emotion of the 

moment where the music speaks for you at a difficult time. Any music, he added, can be therapy 

to loosen those transmitters that trigger the emotions.  

Welch commented that the Blues is historic music. It is the greatest for expression even if it 

happens to sad. The Blues music encourages because its common thread is ‘that we are all in this 

together’. Mike added that John Lennon’s voice tugged at his heart strings when he was seven or 

eight years old. The music made Mike feel less alone. Being considered a guitar prodigy, he 

succumbed to doubts about himself. Bending notes helped him to find himself at times, express 

what he was feeling when words would not suffice.  Mike stated that the Blues helps him to 

break loose and break through.  He started singing again. His words… ‘I imagined guitar players 

in my head that sang, BB King, Albert King’, and found my singing voice on the guitar. My guitar 

and my music can tell stories that carry expressions and find directions for that concept, ‘feeling 

together’. 

Everyone agreed that those suffering need a support group. Anika had to go through life for 

many years alone. Billy Wirtz stated that his issues were not dealing with success it was dealing 

with failures. The panel said to not go it alone. Do not let the bad thoughts take you down that 

rabbit hole. Speak up, find your voice, be the person you want to be, need to be. Do not fear 

being labelled. That fear is crippling. Break out. Find your strength. Fight the fight. Make music 

and smile at your successes.  ~Jonnye Weber   

                  3. 
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“Tough as Love”  
Lindsay Beaver 
 

Lindsay Beaver, who originally is from Halifax, Nova Scotia, in her 
newest release with Alligator Records taps into early Blues musicians 
and vocalists on songs such as “I Got Love If You Want It” originally 
recorded by Slim Harpo. Alongside these incredible Blues 
performances, Lindsay delivers some straight up classic Rock N’ Roll 
tracks like “What a Fool You’ve Been” which include tasteful guitar 

from Bradley Stivers and a full horn section. With too many amazing musicians to list 
you can tell the quality performances along with Lindsay’s song choices set the standard 
for an extremely strong album. The base band is Lindsay Beaver on drums and vocals, 
Bradley Stivers on guitar and vocals, and Josh Williams on bass. Lindsay is one of the 
first vocalists to sing and play drums that I’ve seen in her genre and she more than 
succeeds. To put it simply one could say that this album features an all-star group of 
musicians. For all the previously stated reasons and then some this album presents an 
extremely enjoyable listen for fans of all genres, especially fans of blues. Lindsay Beaver 
is definitely a name that all blues fans should know and I can say is one of my personal 
favorites. ~ Pierce Dipner 

            
It is with heavy hearts that the Blues Society of 
Western PA has decided to cancel the 2020 
Blues Challenge scheduled for September 19, 
2020. After much consideration and with concern for 
our  Blues acts and Blues fans, cancelling the event was 
the most prudent thing to do. The blues acts and the 
board members have both put in many hours in 
preparation. WE, the     BSWPA, are now looking 

forward to bringing a smoking challenge to you, the Blues Community, in 2021. Looking 
ahead and hoping that life will soon be ‘music to our ears’.                                                     
____________________________________________________________ 

 The Quarantine Blues Series:  

    Stormin' the Blues Mondays and  

                Still Got the Blues Thursdays 

Thank you to each of the performers who 'threw in' with the 
idea and brought us amazing virtual shows. Thank you to those 

that tuned into Facebook to help us to help our local full-time musicians to get their music out 
to the public.  

The featured artists: Jeff Fetterman, Dan Bubien, Bobby Thompson, Max Schang, Charlie 
Barath, Bill Toms, Pierce Dipner, Jason Born and Soulful Femme. 

Our mission: To play the Blues forward.                                                                                  

Follow us on Facebook: Blues Society of Western PA 

Check out our website: bswpa.org                                             4. 
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   “MEMPHIS LOUD”  
Victor Wainwright and the Train, (Ruf) 

Here’s an hour-long set to help fill the void created by 
all of those canceled summer music festivals. 

“Memphis Loud” was tracked live in the studio by 
Victor Wainwright and the Train, creating a vibe 
suitable for a crowd enjoying a sunny, lazy weekend 
afternoon, when time seems to slow down. 

The Memphis-based Wainwright and his six-piece band are 
right for the job because they serve up something for everyone with their rootsy, funky, 
well-cooked jam-band mix of R&B, jazz and Americana. Influences run deep, and piano 
man Wainwright even honors Little Richard with his shouts of “Woo!” 

“Everybody start a party,” Wainwright sings on the opener “Mississippi,” and that sums 
up the mood. But there's plenty of variety to the arrangements. “Walk the Walk” is        
fueled by joyful syncopation, the witty “South End of a North Bound Mule” could be a 
country hit, and foggy Duke Ellington-style horns on the ballad “Sing” suggest a product 
of the theater... “Memphis Loud” deserves an audience, even if it can't be at a festival.      
(Steven Wine/Associated Press)  
____________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 

           5. 

     Harptoberfest 2020 

    Saturday, October 17 

        Details soon!!!! 
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Like me or not, I say what I mean ….and mean 

what I say!  

I sat in awe. I was listening to several greats in the music world and 

savoring all that they had to say. Their discussion soon led to talks 

about the Chitlin Circuit. One of the panelists was my Blues Cruise 

friend/emcee, Scrap Iron (Frank Robinson). His words about his 

life on the road as the agent for Blues Legend Little Milton were 

extremely interesting. They say that behind every good man is a 

good woman. They also say that behind every successful musician, 

there stands a great manager. I needed to 

know more.  

Who was Little Milton? James Milton Campbell Jr., better 

known as Little Milton, was an American blues singer and 

guitarist, best known for his number-one R&B single "We're Gonna 

Make It." His other hits include "Baby, I Love You", "Who's 

Cheating Who?", and "Grits Ain't Groceries". A native of the 

Mississippi Delta. Little Milton began his recording career in 1953 at Sun Records before 

relocating to St. Louis and co-founding Bobbin Records in 1958. It wasn't until Milton 

signed to Checker Records that he achieved success on the charts. Other labels Milton 

recorded for include Meteor, Stax, Glades, Golden Ear, MCA, and Malaco. Milton was 

inducted into the Blues Hall of Fame in 1988.  

Jonnye: What was your background before your time with Little Milton? 

Scrap Iron: I started out as a disc jockey. I would book shows locally and Milton was 

on our roster three to four time a year. His agent at the time, Charles Spring, was sick 

and leaving the road. He had been a loyal supporter of Milton and did a great job. 

Milton’s wife, Pat, called me to see if I wanted to be his road manager since Milton and I 

had clicked. They sent me a Greyhound bus ticket from Memphis to Chicago. Artie Blues 

Boy White picked me up and we hung out.   

Jonnye: What were your first lessons? 

Scrap Iron: The DO’s and DON’Ts that Milton insisted on were: 1. Don’t steal and 2. 

Be loyal. (BB King, Rufus, Buddy Guy insisted on loyalty within their bands…it is how it 

worked.) Milton would grab people with potential and mold them.  He would see 

something in you that you would not know that you had. Milton sent me on the road 

that winter when the band was not traveling with Willie Cyrus. He taught me how to be 

a manager. Milton took me out of the street. He is why I am the man I am today. I had 

little going on before Milton ‘picked’ me. Days before Milton, I had just been stabbed 

above the heart by a woman. Obviously, my life had been on a dangerous path. However, 

Milton saw something in me and showed me a better path. He was a role model to 

follow.  A big DO on the list was to be respectful of another man, never look down on 

another. In Union Springs, Alabama, I laughed at a fan in a dingy suit as I took his 

money at the door. Milton told me that man had just paid $20 to see him and could have 
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gone anywhere to spend that money. He let me know that we did not look down on 

those less fortunate. He said to always respect a man for being a man.  Milton always 

said to ‘stand for something or fall for anything’. 

Jonnye:  Your talk about the Chitlin Circuit was an eye opener. Tell us about how you 

were treated/ respected in your travels. 

Scrap Iron: We were treated well. Milton helped a lot of people get started even 

though they would never admit it. Let me explain what the Chitlin Circuit was. The 

Mississippi river proved to be sacred. Black clubs up and down the Mississippi catered 

to live entertainment.  Hattiesburg, Mississippi had the High Hat. Mobile, Alabama had 

the Harlem Dukes Social Club. Greenwood, Mississippi had the Elks Club. Mt. Bayou, 

Mississippi also had a club called the High Hat. There were many others like the Silver 

Slipper and such. The Blacks in each town looked forward to the live music. Little Milton 

played Anna May’s Café in Jackson three to four times. The sheriff would meet us at the 

edge of town and take us across the tracks to the clubs. The Elks and VFW Clubs were 

considered high society in the Black community.  

Let me explain what the Chitlin Circuit was. A man would fix cars on the weekend and 

was a barber during the week. The wife had a beauty shop in their home. The store sold 

them their tobaccos and staples. They raised their own food in their gardens. They had 

their own place to gamble where they sold fried fish, had one guitar on a microphone 

and were shooting dice. They had all that they needed within their own community. The 

musicians would visit the clubs in those Black communities. The music flourished. 

Eventually, the casinos came into being along the Mississippi and broke the Chitlin 

Circuit.  The casinos offered free drinks and food while you were there. They started 

booking the entertainers Let me further explain: A man was paid $250 for a week’s 

work. He had to pay $15 to get into a show (and another $15 for his wife). The wife 

wanted something nice to wear to the show. They would eat some wings for $7.50, 

spend $25 on a bottle of Hennessy, and $2.50 on ice. They then had to have enough 

money left over to pay the electric bill, buy groceries and make a car payment. The 

regular Blues attendees started frequenting the casinos because they did not have to 

spend a lot of money to have fun and hear music. The Blues clubs fell onto hard times, 

never to recover. In defiance, Milton would not play any of the casinos. They had 

restrictions about not to play an area more than once every six months and they had to 

observe a radius of where to be booked. 

Jonnye: What do you miss about life on the road? 

Scrap Iron: I miss seeing people and the musicians dress for the shows. The musicians 

at that time would give the people what they needed and wanted. They had class and 

morals. The code was to look better as a musician than anyone else in the club. The 

entire entourage (the bus driver, the musicians, the stage hands) for Milton, BB King 

and others had a uniform. They had to dress impeccably.                                       

 

 
Given that the costs of publishing and mailings have risen significantly, the BSWPA board has 

decided that all newsletters will be sent via email beginning in 2020.  A limited number of hard 

copies will be available at future events. Contact us at bswpa.org to update your email if it is not 

current. Thank you. ~The Blues Society of Western PA  
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Jonnye: What is your take on today’s Blues?                                                               7. 

Scrap Iron: They messed with the twelve-bar blues. I am old school. I like T-Bone 

Walker, John Lee Hooker and Muddy. It seems these days that people are catering to 

rocker blues. Little Milton once said commented about playing chords and bending 

strings. He said to ‘learn your instrument’ and use tuning forks. He would know when 

someone was sharp or flat…and you had better straighten that mess up. 

 

Jonnye: Was there a ritual on gig night? 

Scrap Iron: First, we gathered and prayed. Second, the keyboard was tuned. Third, we 

all dressed for the event. We were a Class A act. People always loved the show. The 

performance was dynamic each night. 

Jonnye: What did you personally learn during your time with Milton? 

Scrap Iron: I learned to stand for something or not stand at all. I learned 

loyalty. When BB King offered me a job, I turned it down. Milton never blocked anyone 

from moving on. He did however call BB King and talked it over. Musicians need to be 

known for their appearance and hygiene or not at all. Blues is divided like race. The 

Southern Circuit was Black. The ‘Across the Track Blues’ was white.  

Jonnye: What advice do you have for players today? 

Scrap Iron: With all the home studios now, if a player produces a CD and gets no air 

play, he realizes no success and is wasting his time. Many now are discovered on 

Facebook and through the internet. Be honest with yourself. Be the best that you can be. 

Be loyal to yourself and the business. Never be too big to take the time to talk to fans or 

sign their items. Show gratitude because they chose to come out to hear you. 

Jonnye: What is your part in playing the music forward. 

Scrap Iron: I am the Ambassador of Blues per the person who owns the rights to the 

Blues Foundation, Memphis, Tennessee. I give life time achievement awards to people 

who are deserving but have never been honored. It is my goal to reward those who have 

been in the business forever, who have worked hard but have not realized the success 

that they should have. My friend, Super Chicken, is one of my awardees.                     

Jonnye: Tell us about your internet radio shows.  

Scrap Iron: www.siblues.com   I host a live old-time gospel show on Sundays from 

8 am – 1 pm. The Friday night Fish Fry starts at 7 pm. Saturday is whenever I am in the 

mood and how I feel. 

 

Jonnye: How did you land on the Blues cruise, becoming the emcee for the many acts 

that we follow and are thrilled to hear? 

Scrap Iron: Roger Nabor, the Captain of the Legendary Rhythm and Blues Cruise, was 

in Memphis to recruit bands back in 1981. Since the band was not on the road in the 

winter, I was hosting shows at the BB King Club on Beale Street. We talked. I became 

then became an official ‘cruiser’. I have only missed two cruises since. 

Jonnye: What is it that you want to be remembered for?                                                    8. 

http://www.siblues.com/
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Scrap Iron: I am outspoken, saying what I mean and being respected for my honesty. 

Jonnye: Where did you get the name, Scrap Iron. 

Scrap Iron: (Chuckling) I was a Golden Gloves boxer at one time. They said I had 

talent and reminded them of a professional at the time named Scrap Iron. The name 

stuck but I gave up boxing. 

____________________________________________________________ 

 Southern Son 
Jeff Fetterman 

As a Disc Jockey, I am very fortunate to listen to all types of music 
from all genres. I particularly enjoy Blues based music and every 
once in a while, I will hear an album that truly moves me. That is 
indeed the case upon discovering the new effort by Jeff 
Fetterman, Southern Son. 

At Times, I will hear an album that gets an “OK” rating upon first 
listen and over time I will grow to love the album. That is not the 
case with this Fetterman effort. I loved this upon the first listen 

and with subsequent listens, I just continue to say to myself - - -“wow” - - -“Incredible 
thought and effort went into this album” 

Jeff Fetterman is indeed a master and with this effort, he pushes the envelope. Whether 
it’s rockin’ blues, driving rock, funk or classic blues, Fetterman spices up each song on 
this album just right - - Jeff covers it all. 

Critically acclaimed Jeff Fetterman is no stranger to the blues scene. Southern Son is his 
4th effort and once again he proves to us all why he is critically acclaimed. Much 
thought and effort not only went into the song writing, but into the music arrangement 
as well as in the mixing. 

Every song on this effort is truly worth listening to. From the nice balance of horns with 
Funk, Soul and guitar on “I Don’t Want To”. To The tribute to Robert Johnson on 49/61, 
where we witness blues with just a tinge of country 

To the Soulful sounds of Memphis Sky, Living with the Blues, and to Blues for Charlie 
where on that cut, Jeff gives us a Stevie Ray Vaughn kind of feel. On Southside Blues, 
Jeff gives us a Ronnie Earl kind of feel. Of course, all of these songs are arranged with 
the unique Fetterman style 

On Southern Son, we also get to hear some fine “feel good Blues Juke” with “Going 
Down to Nashville” and “Tell Me Baby” 

Fetterman shows off this ability regarding driving rock with “Ain’t Got You” and “Feels 
Like Rain” where he gives us a super tasty guitar riff on “Feels Like Rain” 

Jeff gives us a powerful cover of the classic “All along the Watchtower” with an 
incredible crescendo in typical Fetterman style 

And Finally, Jeff does an exceptional job mixing blues with funk with “Voodoo Funk” 
where Fetterman meets Rick James and Sly Stone 

On Southern Son, Fetterman covers all the bases - - -hat’s off to Fett!. Whether you are 
an audiophile or just discovering rock and blues music, Southern Son is definitely a buy. 
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If you ever get a chance to see this versatile artist, do yourself a favor and check this 
dude out. Thank you, Jeff Fetterman for giving us this effort! 
 ~ Gary Michaels, Disc Jockey, Fusion Pocket Radio – Cuenca Ecuado 

___________________________________________________________ 

    Spirit Rising 

Philip Sayce 

Fuzzed-out, heavy hitting guitar tones, a thick backbeat, 

gritty vocals, and passion are all things that you can hear 

from Philip Sayce’s latest studio release, “Spirit Rising.”  

Philip has his own, unique style while also drawing 

influence from blues and rock greats.  His fiery attitude and 

guitarwork really shine through. His first single, “Black Roller Coming,” is a song that 

instantly makes you  bob your head and stomp your foot.  A largely, kick drum driven 

song, it will get you inspired to get up and do something.  Another great song from the 

album would be his cover of Magic Sam’s “Give Me Time.” Sayce, puts a fun and 

energetic spin on a classic.  It will be sure to get you up and dancing. 

If you are into powerful Blues-Rock riffs, incredible guitar playing, soulful and gritty 

vocals, and superb songwriting, be sure to check out Philip Sayce’s latest release, “Spirit 

Rising.”  You won’t regret it. His modern take on the blues is keeping the genre alive and 

well. ~Bobby Thompson___________________________________________ 

  
Dancing in the Belly of the Beast 
Bushmaster featuring Gary Brown.  
 
Gary Brown is a Washington D.C./Baltimore area bluesman who, 
with this CD, now has five albums to his credit. His most recent effort 
was 2011's Revolution Rhapsody.   His songwriting has been 

described as "politically aware, socially minded, and environmentally cautious".  This  
CD is quite timely, as a number of the songs deal with the violence and social injustices  
 
faced by African Americans in urban U.S. communities.  Could be the soundtrack for the 
recent Black Lives Matter protest movement.  The Bushmaster's blues are on the funky 
side, with lots of wah wah in the guitar work.  
"Profile" the opening track, is a mid-tempo groove about, you guessed it, racial 
profiling.  This sets the tone for many of the tracks which follow, including "Nowhere to 
Stand" and "Song for Freddie Gray".  Many will recall that Freddie Gray died in a 
Baltimore police van in 2015 under much controversy.  
" Ajax and Hot Wax" is another mid-tempo funky groove, this one focused on lost love 
and a struggle to leave the past behind.  Lots of wah wah here.  "The Blues" is an 
uncomplicated ditty explaining that this is what Gary Brown plays.  Songs of lost love 
include "Mushroom", as in "you left me all alone in the dark" and "Jekyll and Hyde".  But 
it's not all about bad relationships, as "Army of Two" testifies to the power of a strong 
union.                                                                                                                          10. 
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All of the tunes on the CD are on the funky side, and Brown displays very nice guitar 
tone, style, and lots of tasty licks.  Standouts on the back half of the cd include "Forty 
Acres and a Mule", which reflects the as yet unfulfilled promise to provide this to African 
Americans following the Civil War, and "Pressure Cooker", which is oh so funky and my 
favorite track.  
In summary, while this cd did not blow me away (NOTE: I am a well-known and self-
described blues snob), it is a solid effort by a thoughtful and accomplished blues 
songwriter and performer. ~Terry O’Brien____________________________________ 

 

       

____________________________________________________________ 
 

       

If those walls could talk… the music stories 
that they could tell!!!!! 

Moondog’s is a recipient of the prestigious 
“Keeping the Blues Alive” award which was given 
by the International Blues Foundation in 
recognition of owner, Ron Esser’s commitment to 
promoting the genre and bringing awareness to 
this music in the Pittsburgh region.  For more 
than 30 years, Moondog’s has featured a list of 
top blues artists.  Some of these originators have 
since passed on and some have gone on to 
perform in much larger theaters, but they all came 
through the doors of Moondog’ in Blawnox, PA 
where the many music lover who attended those 
shows will always remember the power of a 
performance delivered in an intimate space. 
Moondog’s is still delivering great live shows 
where patrons can dance or simply sit and enjoy 
the power of a live musical performance in an 
intimate and friendly environment that has 
hosted so many legends for so many years. 
~Jimmy Adler penned this for a history tour in 
March where Moondog’s was on the list to visit. 
Alas, the tour was cancelled but the words and the 
music still ring true. Stop by for LIVE music! 
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BLUES SOCIETY OF WESTERN PA 

79 LINMAR HOMES 

ALIQUIPPA, PA 15001 

 

 

The BSWPA compilations are available… 

Individually or as a set of FIVE! Get yours  

today! Blues Society of Western PA.org 

 

Blues gear…shirts, purses, hats and 

stickers are also available at the  

Blues Society of Western PA.org 

-Check out the merch page 
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